Want to learn some new magic? Want to buy some new magic? Victor Cohn, a long time member and good friend to Ring
96 has left his magic collection for us to sell. The money brought in from these sales will be split in half between Ring 96
and a kids Summer Camp that Victor liked to support. The share that Ring 96 keeps will help offset our monetary reserve
which is dwindling since we are not taking in the cash flow from the raffle that we usually do. So, anything you purchase
here will help support your club.
To make a purchase, e-mail Ring Secretary Cliff Gerstman at cliffg37@verizon.net The “winner” of the item will be either
the first one to make the request or, if you really love Ring 96, the highest bidder.
Most if not all of these items, and those to be posted in the future, are too big, or too heavy or too expensive to mail, so we
will have to meet either at my house in Long Beach, or at an agreed upon location. I will be wearing a mask, please do the
same.
Payment options: Prefer checks made out to “Ring 96.” If that does not work for you, we can talk.

Do you

you

enjoy
annoying
people. Are
the kind of
clown that
likes giving people problems? This
might be for you. 7 sounds to drive
people up the wall.
•

Hide this device inside your shirt and
you will have to ability to fire powerful
light flashes to use as a fanfare or

7 Annoying Sounds!

This Topit is ready

made by Jay Scott
Berry’s company. It is
all set to attach to

What can you say about the linking rings
that has not been said before. This trick
has been around a very long time.

This nine DVD set is all you ever wanted to
know or learn from Richard Turner. Many of
these DVD’s are out of print so this is your
last hope. The real magic is that this nine
DVD set has eight DVDs, one disappeared.
This one will go fast.

A gospel magic version of the classic three card monte trick.

This is the time honored effect where
you have six ills no
matter how many
you deal
out. This
effect uses
money
rather than cards..
Definite crowd

Yes
The
magic
at a
you can

indeed.
classic
effect
price
afford.

You place a simple paper envelope on the table containing
small metal token. You now introduce five ESP cards, which
you openly mix. The packet is given to a spectator, who is
asked to turn the cards face down and select any one they
wish. The selected card is placed aside, or in the spectator’s
pocket. No one – including the spectator – knows what
symbol has been selected.
The token is now removed from the
envelope – an ESP symbol is displayed
boldly printed on one side. The
spectator removes his card to reveal –
the exact same symbol!

This

machine no only checks your
paper money for counterfeit, it
even shreds the bad bills for

Here are three low cost effects from an
Asian magic
company. What you
lose in your inability
to read the
instructions, yu will
more than mke up fr
in your performance
skills.

The two different color crayons change
places again and again. Each time under
more impossible circumstances. Finally,
both crayons vanish
completely!
This effect is out fo
print and no longer
available.

This is two audio
tapes full of word
play and comebacks
for the magic
performer.
(Discontinued item)

Performer displays an envelope
with four cards, the four Queens. A
spectator is asked to name any of
the four Queens, the Queen of
Hearts, Diamonds, Spades, or
Clubs.
Effect: When the four cards are
removed and fanned, the selected queen is found
face up between the other three face down
Queens. It is turned over, and seen to be the only
Queen with a different colored back.

Imagine placing a single envelope onto the
table along with six colored ESP cards. Your
spectator is asked to roll an imaginary die,
they can roll it as many times as they like,
change the number as many times as they
like and yet the ESP symbol
related to the number will
match your prediction in the
envelope 100%.

Michael Close`s wonderful, comical tale of
science and cloning begins innocently enough
with the introduction of nine cards, each blank
on both sides. A tenth card is then introduced,
this one with the face of a clown.
The clown card is placed into the
packet and instantly the clown
face is "cloned!" There are now
clown faces on two of the blank
cards!

A tiny hat
produces two
wrong animal
flags and a right
one. Then the
right one will
vanish. Great
effect for kids of
all ages

In effect, the performer shows four Aces.
The Ace of Spades-the master Ace- is
openly turned face down. Now, one by
one, after the packet is "twisted," the
other three Aces turn
face down. When the
cards are dealt face up,
there are now five cards
-a Royal Flush!

Un-opened and never used these mouth
coils make a perfect gag.. The pack
comes with 12 to get you started.

The classic chop cup. Comes with two
balls, one gimmicked,
one cup, gimmicked
and a
booklet
to guide
you in
getting started. Enjoy..

